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The world-famous air rifle in a new and attractive design! 

The new model 9015 BLACK ALU WALNUT is based on the well 
known models of the series 8002 and 9015 ALU. The high-quality 
attachments made of beautifully grown walnut in combination with 
the black stock results in a new and elegant design, which also 
convinces in terms of functionality and ergonomics. 

The newly developed fore-end can be swiveled and moved as 
desired. The ergonomically designed grip, which is used at our 
ONE-stocks, can also be adjusted in any desired direction. 
The scalloped inner side of the grip allows the shooter to bring 
the air rifle even closer to the body. 

All components with direct body contact are made of oiled 
walnut and give the shooter a natural feeling and absolute 
control in position.

Cheek piece made out of walnut with  
a integrated thread for weight carrier.

Aluminum butt plate.

Rear sight on sight riser block.

Pistol grip with  
scalloped inner side. 

Aluminum stock.

Butt plate carrier  
COMFORT.

Cocking lever.

Prism rail.

Pressure regulator  
with air filter.

Dry firing / safety.

Two stage trigger 5065 4K, 
range of adjustment 0.06 – 0.37 lbs
and multiple adjustable trigger blade.

The model 9015 BLACK ALU WALNUT has the following  
advantages for the perfect hold in competition:

•    The fore-end raiser block is swiveling and displaceable. 

•    ONE-Grip with versatile adjustment options and  
scalloped inner side.

•   New butt plate carrier COMFORT with even more functions.

•    All components with direct body contact made of oiled 
walnut.

         » more than 
CALSSIC, TIMELESS      

 and ELEGANT «



Precision target barrel.

Sight line 
extension.

V-block for adding a SCATT unit.

CENTRA Front sight M18
on sight riser block.

The swiveling and displaceable 
fore-end is ISSF compliant. The hight 
can be adjusted by the riser block-
set 014650 (accessory programm).

9015 BLACK ALU WALNUT
Best.-Nr.: 014951 (right, Grip M)

Butt plate carrier COMFORT

The new developed ANSCHÜTZ butt plate carrier
COMFORT offers even more functions to the shooter:

•  Extended adjustment range without steps.
•  Fast and tool-free height adjustment of the butt plate.
• Compatible to stocks with 1.81 inch column clamp.
•  Individually adjustable positions of the height.
•  Positioning of the butt plate is possible over  

center of barrel.

  Advantages: easy handling, fast  
adjustable and higher adjustment  
range - also perfect for 3-position.

Included accessories:

Depending on configuration (sight set, compressed air cylinder  
and grip) and additional: Sight riser block XXL, transport  gun case 
MEGA and accessory box with filling adapter, air release screw, 
special grease, tool set, safety discs, o-rings, moveable weights,  
manual with original test target.

Technical data: 
Kind of trigger ...............................................Two stage trigger 5065 4K
Trigger weight, adjusted (lbs)  .............................................................0.22
Adjustment of the trigger weight (lbs)  .................................. 0.06 - 0.37
Cant of the trigger shoe (inch) ............................................................0.43
Total length of the barreled action (inch) ............................. 28.8 - 33.2
Barrel length (inch) .................................................................................23.3
Rifling (inch) .............................................................................................16.5
Muzzle diameter - sight line extension (inch) ..................................... 0.8
Weight of the barreld action incl. sight set (lbs) ..............................5,29
Length of pull (inch) ....................................................................12.2 - 14.2
Total length of stock (inch) ....................................................................25.6
Total length (inch) .......................................................................42.1 - 43.4
Weight, approx. (lbs)...........................................................................10.14

Compressed air cylinder  
with manometer .
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